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2.0 continuing education hours for engineers, contractors, designers and energy professionals

Course Description

Home and building engineers, designers, contractors, consultants and business managers often need to advise
their companies or customers about energy investments in proposed, considered or acquired solar equipment or
design.  While many professionals recognize solar equipment to see it and appreciate the growing popularity of
solar, many likely do not know how to evaluate the solar energy produced or estimated, especially to assess the
solar energy separate from the many subsides currently available for certain kinds of solar.  Solar Economics
begins by describing the typical order of energy cost-benefit for various kinds of solar in the Ohio Valley, with and
without subsidies, then explains why some solar advocates seem willing to tolerate or embrace longer paybacks
often typical of solar.  Course then shows how to research locally available solar subsidies, which vary as widely
as local energy rates depending on where a project is in the local 3 state area.  Solar electric kWhs and BTUs of
heat are compared to avoided local conventional energies, showing sometimes short payback when avoiding high-
cost energies, showing sometimes long payback when avoiding low-cost energies.  SRECs (solar renewable
energy certificates) are explained and valuations tracked since 2010.  Examples of payback calculations are
presented for grid-connected solar electricity, passive solar windows and solar water heating.

Learning Objectives
 

• Understand how to estimate the energy value of solar energy produced by different solar
strategies & equipment, including solar electric, solar water heating and passive solar windows.

• Become familiar with the wide variety of conventional energy values in the Ohio Valley, especially
when some energies are likely too cheap to compete well with solar, when other energies are
expensive enough to give solar a better chance to compete. 

• Understand that some local commercial electric rate designs require inclusion of demand (kW)
and  usage (kWhs) to estimate electicity bills or savings accurately.  Learn about rules of thumb

for estimating typical percent of PV system capacity (kWs) to apply in payback calcs when
demand needs to be considered.

• Learn how to search the “Database of State Initiatives for Renewables & Efficiency” (DSIRE) for
locally available subsidies for solar and other energy-related projects.

• Become aware of  the uncertanties of some subsidies like SREC, especially when expecting
subsidy applications over longer timelines.

• Learn how simple solar payback calculations are done.  Discuss other investment evaluation
methods like “return on investment” and “cash flow analysis”.


